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M ETHODOLOGY
Yogi analyzed 24,148 reviews for 15 fragrance products produced by 11 recognizable brands in
the space.

O VERVIEW
We collected reviews from Sephora, a beauty products retailer, and Fragrantica, an online
community specializing in fragrance reviews. When looking at review volume over time, we see
that Sephora shows seasonal fluctuations while Fragrantica has more stable volume that is
less affected by gift giving season.
Review Volume Over Time*
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# of Reviews
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*Full analysis range: Jan 2010 – Aug 2020
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C USTOMER C ONVERSATION
Using its advanced Natural Language Processing algorithms, Yogi automatically detected 16
unique themes within these reviews.
“Its definitely musky, and
has a cologne feel, but its
the perfect scent for fall and
winter.”
- wathy

Customer Anecdotes

Wearing Occasion

“Now it is on my top
3 lists alongside
Bleu de Chanel, The
One EDP and Tom
Ford Oud Wood!”
- Matteo

“I have a very hard time
finding perfumes that
don't change into
something COMPLETELY
different once it's on my
skin. That being said, this
smelled heavenly on the
card and even better on
me and I will be saving up
to buy the bigger one.”
- EllieEmerald.

Simple Exclamations

Specific Product

Scent Association

Notes

“This has enough fruit, cinnamon,
and white woods in it to give it a
feminine edge.”
- Michigan

C OMPETITIVE L ANDSCAPE
Leveraging Yogi’s sentiment analysis algorithm, we can go beyond star ratings and compare
competing brands of perfumes based on the content of each review. Notably, due to the
subjective nature of perfume, these reviews feature a significant amount of polarization with
standard deviation of 0.34 to 0.39 for most brands.
Sentiment analysis is also useful of gauging how customers feel about products when the
traditional 5-star rating system is not available, such as in Fragrantica’s reviews.
Positive

Std of Post Sentiment

Neutral

Black Opium EDP leads the pack
with the highest sentiment score
but suffers similarly high
standard deviation as other
brands.
Avg Post Sentiment

Yogi’s proprietary sentiment analysis algorithms scores overall tone of each review from a range of -1.0 to 1.0
(≥0.3 = positive, 0 = neutral, ≤-0.3 = negative)
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D EEP D IVE : W OMEN ’ S F RAGRANCE C OMPETITIVE A NALYSIS
Breaking down review volume by product, we see that Black Opium EDP has outperformed
other women’s fragrances since its launch in Aug 2014, with two major spikes in October of
2015 and 2018. Upon deeper scrutiny, it is clear that these spikes are not organic, but the
results of a concerted effort by L'Oréal to gather reviews in return for free samples via Sephora.

# of Reviews

Review Volume over Time by Product – Women’s Fragrance
A whopping 3,903 reviews for Black Opium
EDP were posted on Sephora over two 5week spans preceding the holiday season in
2015 and 2018. L'Oréal's promotional effort
led to 71% of reviews being generated over
the course of just 3% of the weeks it has
been on the market.

1,727
1,172

Weekly Theme Volume over Time (Sept 2018 – Oct 2018)

Volume

“Got this as a sample. Love
smelling it every time I get a
chance. Planning on buying
it in the future.”
- Lalauris

At the granular level, many reviewers
discuss receiving a sample and
indicate they have not actually
bought the product yet.
“I only smelled it from a little
sample, but the smell was so
perfect! I’m not a big fan of
perfume, and I would purchase
this… when I can”
- ABowrosen1
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Sept 10 ’18
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Week Starting

Average Sentiment by Product

0

0.15

0.3

Avg Post Sentiment
* As of Oct 27th, 2020

Putting aside promotion-boosted review
volume, Black Opium EDP is still extremely
well-reviewed, with the highest average
sentiment among women’s fragrances.

0.45

It is followed by Chance EDT and Coco
Mademoiselle EDP, which further
underscores sentiment accuracy as these
three products are top 4 bestsellers* at
Sephora Macy’s.
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D EEP D IVE : W OMEN ’ S F RAGRANCE C OMPETITIVE A NALYSIS
G OOD G IRL EDP: C OMPETITIVE S TRENGTHS & W EAKNESSES
Average Sentence Sentiment by Theme*

Good Girl EDP performs
relatively well in
Sampling, Packaging,
Longevity, and Family &
Friends.

Competitive Advantage Mentions
Yogi Feedback Map filtered to display only datapoints with Positive Sentiment
within Longevity, Packaging, and Family & Friends of Good Girl EDP.
“The longevity and sillage is
good for the lucky girls whose
chemistry works well with this
beauty.”
- Florence27

“Love the bottle.”

- Luna1970

“My husband likes that it's
not sickeningly candy-ish,
like a lot of other "bad girl"
scents..”
- poolsoflaughter

General Theme
Family & Friends
Longevity
Packaging

Competitive Weakness Mentions
Yogi Feedback Map filtered to display only datapoints with Negative Sentiment
within Customer Anecdotes of Good Girl EDP.
General Theme
Customer Anecdotes

Yogi Callout
Yogi groups customer
reviews about related
topics into visual clusters
and colors them by theme.

“I would like to wear a
feminime and gentle yet
present smell, not such a
masculine fume filling the
whole room.”
- lilah_rouge
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D EEP D IVE : M EN ’ S & U NISEX F RAGRANCE C OMPETITIVE A NALYSIS
Review Volume over Time by Product – Men’s & Unisex Fragrance

# of Reviews

Men’s & Unisex review volume is
significantly lower than that of
Women’s Fragrance.

Average Sentiment by Product

Men’s & Unisex Fragrance reviewers
tend to be more critical – only 2 out
of 9 products analyzed have
positive sentiment on average.
Overall average sentiment is 0.25.
Sentiment Distribution –
Men’s & Unisex Fragrance
25%

0
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Avg. Sentiment Score
49%
26%

* As of Oct 27th, 2020

Avg. Sentiment

Reviews Volume & Sentiment over Time

Volume

Low average
sentiment of 0.22 for
Sauvage EDT, the #1
and #4 bestseller* at
Macy’s and Sephora,
is initially surprising.
However, the low
historical average
masks the positive
sentiment trend and
the strongly positive
performance in Q2
and Q3 of 2020.

Quarter Starting
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WANT TO SEE THE FULL ANALYSIS?
SCHEDULE A DEMO TODAY
HTTPS://WWW.MEETYOGI.COM/

Understand your customers, like never before
Yogi is a cloud-based software company headquartered in New
York.
It provides feedback analytics solutions and business intelligence
dashboards to customer-focused businesses.

Our Mission
Yogi aims to usher in a new age of excellent customer experience by
better integrating the downstream stakeholders of products to the
upstream developers, marketers and executives through AI-assisted
data-driven decision making.

